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SUMMARY

Changes in the extracellular ionic concentrations
occur as a natural consequence of firing activity in
large populations of neurons. The extent to which
these changes alter the properties of individual
neurons and the operation of neuronal networks remains unknown. Here, we show that the locomotorlike activity in the isolated neonatal rodent spinal
cord reduces the extracellular calcium ([Ca2+]o) to
0.9 mM and increases the extracellular potassium
([K+]o) to 6 mM. Such changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o
trigger pacemaker activities in interneurons considered to be part of the locomotor network. Experimental data and a modeling study show that the
emergence of pacemaker properties critically
involves a [Ca2+]o-dependent activation of the
persistent sodium current (INaP). These results
support a concept for locomotor rhythm generation
in which INaP-dependent pacemaker properties in
spinal interneurons are switched on and tuned by
activity-dependent changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o.
INTRODUCTION
Rhythm generation is a key feature of repetitive behaviors such
as locomotion, mastication, and respiration. Two main
concepts have been proposed to account for rhythmogenesis
in central pattern generators (CPGs) (Marder and Bucher,
2001). The pacemaker concept relies on neurons that generate
inherent rhythmic bursts of spikes when synaptic transmission
is blocked. In contrast, the network hypothesis suggests that
the rhythm arises from nonlinear synaptic interactions. The
specific contribution of cellular and network properties in
generating rhythmic activities underlying locomotion are not
understood. The persistent (slowly inactivating) sodium current
(INaP) was suggested to play an important role in generating
rhythmic motor behaviors (Brocard et al., 2010; Butera et al.,
1999; McCrea and Rybak, 2007; Pace et al., 2007; Paton
et al., 2006; Rybak et al., 2006; Tazerart et al., 2007; Zhong

et al., 2007), and INaP-dependent pacemaker properties may
represent a common feature of CPGs (Brocard et al., 2006;
Rybak et al., 2006; Tazerart et al., 2008; Thoby-Brisson and
Ramirez, 2001; Ziskind-Conhaim et al., 2008). Importantly,
blockade of INaP by riluzole abolishes locomotor-like activity
in rodents (Brocard et al., 2010; Tazerart et al., 2007; Zhong
et al., 2007).
In newborn rodents, interneurons considered to be elements
of the motor CPGs express intrinsic riluzole-sensitive bursting
properties when removing extracellular calcium (Brocard et al.,
2006; Tazerart et al., 2008). Concomitantly, INaP was increased
and its activation threshold was shifted toward more negative
voltages (Tazerart et al., 2008). Such properties observed in
nonphysiological conditions (zero calcium) raise the question
of their functional relevance to the normally operating network.
Although changes in the ionic concentration of the extracellular
space are usually not considered as relevant physiological
signals, the locomotor activity was shown to increase the extracellular concentration of potassium ([K+]o) in the spinal cord
(Marchetti et al., 2001; Wallén et al., 1984). While the precise
dynamic changes in [K+]o during locomotion remain to be determined, no attention has been paid to the possibility that changes
in the extracellular calcium concentration ([Ca2+]o) might regulate
the firing properties of spinal CPG interneurons. The objectives
of this study were (1) to measure changes in [K+]o and [Ca2+]o
occurring with locomotor-like activity in the isolated spinal cord
and (2) to determine their effects on pacemaker bursting properties of isolated spinal interneurons. We show that the generation
of pacemaker activity is determined by the ongoing modulation
of INaP and potassium currents resulting from simultaneous
changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o.
RESULTS
Reduction in [Ca2+]o and Increase in [K+]o during
Locomotor-like Activity
By means of ion-sensitive electrodes, we measured [Ca2+]o and
[K+]o in the ventromedial part of upper lumbar segments (L1-L2),
the main locus of the locomotor CPG (Cazalets et al., 1995;
Kjaerulff and Kiehn, 1996). At rest, the values of [Ca2+]o
(1.2 mM) and [K+]o (4 mM), determined by the composition of
the Krebs solution, were similar to those measured in vivo in
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Figure 1. Variations of [Ca2+]o and [K+]o
during Locomotor-like Activity
(A–D) Changes in [Ca2+]o (A and C) and [K+]o (B and
D) in the locomotor CPG during (A and B) and at
the onset (C and D) of NMA/5-HT induced
locomotor-like activity in neonatal rat preparations. Raw (A and B) and rectified/integrated
(C and D) traces of locomotor output recorded
from opposite L5 ventral roots. Insets illustrate
enlargements of the recordings (gray vertical line).
(E–G) Time course of [Ca2+]o and [K+]o changes
before and during locomotor-like activity in relation to amplitude (F) and frequency (G) of bursts.
Error bars indicate SEM. Time 0: onset of locomotion. Dashed lines in (C)–(E) represent threshold
of [Ca2+]o and [K+]o at the onset of locomotion.
(H) Fictive locomotor episode induced by an aCSF
composed of 0.9 mM [Ca2+]o and 6 mM [K+]o
pressure applied over the CPG.

the neonatal rat cerebrospinal fluid (see Table S1 available
online). During locomotor-like activity, characterized by alternating bursting activities of opposite lumbar ventral roots, the
[Ca2+]o decreased (Figure 1A) and the [K+]o increased (Figure 1B).
Both [Ca2+]o and [K+]o concurrently changed before any rhythmic
activity was detected from ventral roots (Figures 1C–1E). At
onset of locomotion, [Ca2+]o has declined to 0.99 ± 0.01 mM
(n = 14; Table 1) and [K+]o has increased to 5.18 ± 0.05 mM
(n = 29; Table 1). As locomotor-like activity developed, [Ca2+]o
and [K+]o changes were related with the increase in burst ampli1048 Neuron 77, 1047–1054, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.

tude (Figures 1E and 1F) without apparent
relationship with the frequency (Figures
1E and 1G). Then, [Ca2+]o and [K+]o
reached a steady-state level as locomotor-like activity became stable. The
steady-state [Ca2+]o and [K+]o changed
as the locomotor rhythm speeded up as
a result of incremental concentrations of
NMA (Table 1). Within the range of NMA
concentrations (8–12 mM) enabling locomotion, [Ca2+]o declined further from
0.94 to 0.84 mM and [K+]o increased
from 5.5 to 6.1 mM. With concentrations
higher than 14 mM, left-right alternations
switched to a tonic activity; the steadystate levels of [Ca2+]o and [K+]o in these
conditions were 0.8 ± 0.04 mM (n = 5)
and 6.5 ± 0.08 mM (n = 7), respectively.
Similar changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o
were also observed in neonatal mice
when locomotor-like activity was electrically induced by stimulation of the
ventral funiculus (Table 1 and Figures
S1A and S1B).
In the cerebrospinal fluid of rats,
[Ca2+]o remains constant with age but
[K+]o decreases to 3 mM in adults
(Table S1). We therefore investigated
whether the locomotor-related changes in [K+]o are different
when the [K+]o of the artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) is
initially set at 3 mM. In this condition, and as previously reported
(Vargová et al., 2001), the baseline [K+]o within the spinal cord
was higher than that of the aCSF (3.53 ± 0.1 mM, n = 10). At
the onset of locomotor-like activity induced by NMA/5-HT
(10 mM/10 mM), the [K+]o had increased to 5.1 ± 0.06 mM
(n = 10) and then plateaued at 5.7 ± 0.13 mM (n = 10) (Figures
S1C and S1D). In sum, significant and reliable changes in
[Ca2+]o and [K+]o accompany the operation of the locomotor
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Table 1. Changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o during Locomotor-like Activity

Threshold [Ca2+]o
2+

Steady-state [Ca ]o
Locomotor period

NMA, 8 mM

NMA, 10 mM

NMA, 12 mM

Electrical Stimulation

n=4

n=5

n=5

n=5

0.99 ± 0.03 mM

1.01 ± 0.03 mM

0.98 ± 0.06 mM

1.03 ± 0.01 mM

0.94 ± 0.01 mM

0.88 ± 0.03 mM

0.84 ± 0.03* mM

0.92 ± 0.01 mM

2 ± 0.05 s

1.6 ± 0.15** s

2.5 ± 0.19 s
n=4

n = 15

n = 10

NA
n=5

Threshold [K+]o

5.2 ± 0.16 mM

5.16 ± 0.05 mM

5.2 ± 0.12 mM

5.19 ± 0.09 mM

Steady-state [K+]o

5.5 ± 0.08 mM

5.86 ± 0.06 mM

6.1 ± 0.2** mM

6.35 ± 0.08 mM

Locomotor period

2.6 ± 0.3 s

1.8 ± 0.1** s

NA

2 ± 0.07 s

Values represent the means ± SE of [Ca2+]o and [K+]o measured at the onset of locomotor-like activity (threshold) and when locomotor-like activity was
stable (steady state). The locomotor period represents the cycle frequency of ventral root bursts recorded during steady locomotion. With one-way
ANOVA test, statistical significance was evaluated as the difference between values measured for a locomotor-like activity induced by 8 mM and
12 mM of NMA, respectively. NMA, N-methyl-DL aspartate; n, the number of preparations.

CPG in rodents such that values of [Ca2+]o and [K+]o reach
0.9 mM and 6 mM, respectively. When applied over the
rostral lumbar segments, an aCSF composed of 0.9 mM
[Ca2+]o and 6 mM [K+]o triggered an episode of locomotor-like
activity in all preparations tested (n = 7; Figure 1H).
Membrane Oscillations in Locomotor-Related
Interneurons Emerge Concomitantly with the Changes
in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o
Blind whole-cell recordings were performed from ventromedial
neurons in the L1-L2 region to further investigate the relationship
between changes in ionic concentrations and firing properties.
Interneurons were identified by their high input resistance
(604 ± 75 MU, n = 18) and the absence of antidromic response
to ventral root stimulation. A few minutes after NMA and 5-HT
were applied, and long before the locomotor-like activity
emerged, all interneurons (n = 18) were spiking (Figure 2A).
Simultaneous recordings with ion-sensitive microelectrodes
and intracellular pipettes enabled linking changes in ionic
concentrations to the cellular activity (Figures S2A and S2B).
Half of the recorded neurons switched their firing pattern from
spiking to bursting, either at the onset of locomotor-like activity
(3/8 neurons; Figure 2B) or during ongoing locomotion (5/8
neurons). Superfusion of riluzole (5 mM) to block INaP progressively reduced the amplitude of membrane oscillations, which
then became undetectable (Figures 2D and 2E). As described
previously (Tazerart et al., 2007; Zhong et al., 2007), the ventral
root burst progressively decreased in amplitude with little effect
on the cycle frequency until locomotor-like activity disappeared
(Figure S2C). Furthermore, when preincubated for 45 min before
the application of NMA/5-HT, riluzole (5 mM) prevented the
emergence of locomotion (n = 3, Figure S2D).
Locomotor-Related Changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o
Generate Pacemaker Properties in Putative CPG
Interneurons
The following set of experiments was performed to assess
whether locomotor-related changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o may
initiate intrinsic bursting properties. Whole-cell recordings were
performed in neonatal rat slice preparations from spinal interneurons (n = 187) located in the area of the locomotor CPG (ventro-

medial part of L1-L2). To discriminate the effect of ionic changes
from that of neurotransmitters in generating membrane oscillations, we omitted the application of NMA and 5-HT. Reducing
[Ca2+]o to 0.9 mM while keeping [K+]o at 3 mM did not affect
the firing pattern (Figure 2F, left). Bursting could be induced
only when reducing [Ca2+]o further to 0.3 or 0.0 mM (Figure 2G).
At a constant [Ca2+]o (1.2 mM), pacemaker activities could not be
evoked by increasing [K+]o to near 6 mM (Figure 2F, right) and
appeared only at values above 9 mM (Figure 2G). A striking
observation was the synergistic effect of reducing [Ca2+]o and
increasing [K+]o on the generation of bursts. A concomitant
reduction of [Ca2+]o to 0.9 mM and increase of [K+]o to 6 mM
induced bursts in 25% of neurons (Figures 2G and 2H). These
bursts were attributable to INaP as they were reversibly abolished
by low concentrations of TTX (0.1 mM) (see Figure 2H) or riluzole
(5–10 mM, data not shown).
We then switched to transgenic mice to record genetically
identified Hb9 interneurons (n = 137) considered to be part of
the locomotor network (Brownstone and Wilson, 2008). The
threshold of [Ca2+]o to generate bursts in Hb9 cells decreased
as [K+]o was increased (Figure 2I). At the [Ca2+]o and [K+]o values
measured when locomotion emerged (1 mM and 5 mM,
respectively), 12% of Hb9 cells expressed bursts. At the optimal
[Ca2+]o and [K+]o with regard to locomotion (0.9 mM and
6 mM, respectively), as many as 50% of Hb9 cells acquired
INaP-dependent bursts (Figure 2I). At these values of [Ca2+]o
and [K+]o, no pacemaker activity was triggered in motoneurons
(n = 15, data not shown), indicating that the emergence of bursts
is not ubiquitous. The switch in the firing mode occurs through
a fast dynamic process such that transient changes in [Ca2+]o
and [K+]o instantaneously and reversibly switched the firing
pattern of Hb9 cells from spiking to bursting (Figures S3A–
S3F). By slowing down the fictive locomotor rhythm with nickel,
a recent investigation raised the possibility that low-threshold
calcium current (ICaT) regulates the locomotor rhythm (Anderson
et al., 2012). In line with this, in all Hb9 cells tested (n = 5),
INaP-dependent bursting properties were slowed down in frequency by nickel (200 mM; Figures S3G and S3H).
As INaP appeared to play a key role in generating pacemaker
activity, voltage-clamp recordings were performed to examine
the relationship between the biophysical properties of INaP and
Neuron 77, 1047–1054, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1049
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cells as a result of increasing [K+]o (Figure 2K, left and middle)
occurred without changes of VmNaP1/2 (Figure 2K, right, dark
gray trace and Table S2). It appears that the facilitation of pacemaker activities by [K+]o did not result from an increase in INaP.
Note that bursting Hb9 cells differed from nonbursting cells on
the basis of significantly more hyperpolarized activation
threshold and VmNaP1/2 of INaP (Table S3).

Figure 3. Involvement of INaP in Generation of the Pacemaker
Bursting Activity: Insights from Computational Modeling
(A) Changes in INaP during slow voltage ramp for different values of VmNaP1/2.
(B) Firing pattern of neuron in the model at [K+]o = 6 mM. At VmNaP1/2 = 52 mV,
the model exhibited tonic spiking activity (top); at VmNaP1/2 = 53 mV, the
neuron switched to bursting (middle), and further shifting VmNaP1/2 to the left
( 54 mV) increased spiking frequency within the bursts (bottom). (C) Dependence of the percentage of bursting cells on [Ca2+]o and [K+]o (in the modeled
population of 50 uncoupled neurons with randomly distributed parameters).

the changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o. In response to slow voltage
ramps, Hb9 cells displayed a large inward current (Figures 2J
and 2K, right, black traces) attributable to INaP as it was abolished by riluzole (5–10 mM) or TTX (1 mM; Figures 2J and 2K, right,
pale gray traces; see also Tazerart et al., 2008). The acquisition of
bursts by Hb9 cells as a result of reducing [Ca2+]o from 1.2 to
0.9 mM (Figure 2J, left and middle) was accompanied by an
upregulation of INaP (Figure 2J, right, dark gray trace; see also
Figure S3). The features of the upregulation were a negative shift
(3 mV) in both the current activation threshold and the halfactivation voltage (VmNaP1/2) and an increase (12%) in amplitude (Table S2). In contrast, bursting properties induced in Hb9

Involvement of INaP and IK in Generation of Pacemaker
Activities: Insights from Computational Modeling
The generation of bursts results from the modulation of a variety
of intrinsic neuronal properties. As described above, a decrease
in [Ca2+]o explicitly amplifies INaP. In turn, an increase in [K+]o is
expected to reduce the absolute value of the potassium and
leak reversal potential (EK and EL, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) and hence to reduce all voltage-gated
potassium and leak currents. This should affect INaP-dependent
bursting (Rybak et al., 2003). To theoretically investigate the
effect of changing [Ca2+]o and [K+]o on neuronal bursting
behavior, we used a single-compartment computational model
of the Hb9 cell. In this model, we explicitly simulated a negative
voltage shift of INaP activation with a reduction of [Ca2+]o (Figure 3A). For VmNaP1/2 = –52 mV (at [K+]o = 6 mM), the model
exhibited tonic spiking activity (Figure 3B, top). Bursting activity
appeared at VmNaP1/2 = –53 mV (Figure 3B, middle), and further
shifting VmNaP1/2 to the left produced stable bursting with higher
spiking frequency within bursts (Figure 3B, bottom). As expected, depolarizing the neuron by injecting current increased
bursting frequency (Figure S4, top). Bursts disappeared when
the conductance of INaP was set to 0 (to simulate the effect of
riluzole, Figure S4, bottom).
To investigate how random distribution of neuronal parameters could affect neuron bursting properties and the relative
number of pacemaker neurons involved in population bursting,
we simulated a population of 50 uncoupled neurons. To provide
a necessary heterogeneity in bursting properties of neurons, we
randomly distributed the base values of neuronal VmNaP1/2
(i.e., these values at [Ca2+]o = 1.2 mM and [K+]o = 4 mM) among
neurons using the uniform distribution within the interval
[ 53, 48] mV. An additional heterogeneity was set by normal
distribution of all conductances, including that for INaP. The
average values and variances used for all conductances can
be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Because of the random distributions used, some neurons with
more negative VmNaP1/2 and/or higher values of INaP maximal
conductance were intrinsic bursters, whereas the remaining
neurons had no bursting capabilities. This was equivalent to

Figure 2. Changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o Precede and Trigger INaP-Dependent Bursting Properties
(A–E) Activity of a locomotor-related interneuron before (A), at the onset (B, enlargement of the gray area in A), and during (C) an NMA/5-HT-induced locomotorlike activity and 20 min (D) or 40 min (E) after the superfusion of riluzole (5 mM). (F) Voltage traces illustrate the effects of varying [Ca2+]o or [K+]o alone (within the
range of fluctuations observed during locomotion) on the firing pattern of interneurons recorded in the locomotor CPG region of neonatal rats. (G) The threedimension histogram plots the proportion of interneurons exhibiting pacemaker properties (y axis) against [Ca2+]o (x axis) and [K+]o (z axis). Note that for each [K+]o
and [Ca2+]o concentration in which bursts emerged, at least one bursting cell was tested for the sensitivity of their membrane oscillations to the blockade of INaP
(by TTX or riluzole). (H) Activity of a pacemaker cell before, during, and after a brief (3 min) application of TTX (0.1 mM). (I) Proportion of Hb9 interneurons
exhibiting pacemaker properties (y axis) against [Ca2+]o (x axis) and [K+]o (z axis). (J and K) Firing patterns of two typical Hb9 cells when the [Ca2+]o was decreased
from 1.2 mM to 0.9 mM (J) or when [K+]o was increased from 4 to 6 mM (K) while [K+]o and [Ca2+]o remained constant, respectively. For each cell, the
leak-subtracted membrane current evoked by voltage ramp from 70 to 10 mV is plotted before (black trace) and after decreasing [Ca2+]o or increasing [K+]o
(dark gray trace). A subsequent application of TTX (1 mM) abolished the current (light gray trace).
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our experimental data showing that bursting Hb9 interneurons
had more negative values of the activation threshold and halfactivation voltage for INaP than nonbursting neurons (Table S3).
After parameter distributions, simulations were run to check
the ability of each neuron to generate bursts with changes in
[Ca2+]o and [K+]o and to determine the percentage of bursting
cells in the population at each level of [Ca2+]o (from 1.2 to
0.9 mM with 0.1 mM steps) and [K+]o (from 4.0 to 6.0 mM with
0.5 mM steps). Each 0.1 mM decrease in [Ca2+]o reduced
VmNaP1/2 in all neurons by 1 mV (hence shifting INaP activation
to more negative values of voltage); each 0.5 mM increase in
[K+]o resulted in the corresponding reduction of EK and EL
(see above). The results are summarized in Figure 3C. Specifically, none of the neurons exhibited bursting at base levels of
[Ca2+]o and [K+]o (1.2 and 4 mM, respectively). In agreement
with our experimental data, the proportion of bursting neurons
increased when [Ca2+]o was reduced and when [K+]o was
elevated, reaching a peak of 45%–55% for [Ca2+]o and [K+]o
set to 0.9 and 6 mM, respectively (Figure 3C). In summary, our
modeling study supports the fine modulation of INaP and potassium currents by [Ca2+]o and [K+]o as a key mechanism for the
emergence of bursts in interneurons forming the locomotor CPG.
DISCUSSION
The critical role of pacemakers in the operation of the locomotor
CPG remains controversial (Brocard et al., 2010). Conditional
pacemaker properties relying on the activation of NMDA receptors have been described in many rhythm-generating motor
networks (Grillner and Wallén, 1985; Hochman et al., 1994; Hsiao
et al., 2002; Li et al., 2010). It appears that these properties are
not critical because locomotor-like activity can be induced after
blocking NMDA receptors (Cowley et al., 2005). In contrast,
a critical role of INaP-dependent properties in locomotion has
been confirmed in vitro (Brocard et al., 2010; Ryczko et al.,
2010; Tazerart et al., 2007, 2008; Zhong et al., 2007). The mechanisms by which they contribute were unknown. Our study
demonstrated that INaP-dependent membrane oscillations can
arise from specific changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o observed during
locomotor-like activity, so that the firing pattern of Hb9 cells
switches to pacemaker mode. The inability of numerous genetic
ablations to abolish the locomotor rhythm (Kiehn et al., 2010;
Talpalar et al., 2011) suggests that this function is not supported
by a specific population of cells. Even if the contribution of Hb9
cells to the generation of the locomotor rhythm remains under
debate (Kwan et al., 2009), a small fraction (12%) of Hb9 cells
acquiring bursting properties at the onset of the locomotor
activity may contribute to generate a rhythmic output at the
network level (Butera et al., 1999). Interestingly, such a small
fraction (12%) of locomotor-related interneurons have been
shown to display intrinsic bursting properties during locomotor-like activity in neonatal rats (Kiehn et al., 1996), but the
number of bursting cells may increase through gap junctions
(Tazerart et al., 2008).
Changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o as a consequence of firing activity
of large populations of neurons are well established in the CNS
(Amzica et al., 2002; Heinemann et al., 1977; Nicholson et al.,
1978). In line with this, we observed that the firing activity of
1052 Neuron 77, 1047–1054, March 20, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.

locomotor-related interneurons paralleled extracellular ionic
changes. In the spinal cord, both the natural limb movements
and activation of sensory afferents increase [K+]o, particularly
in the intermediate gray matter of lumbar segments (Heinemann
et al., 1990; Krı́z et al., 1974; Lothman and Somjen, 1975; Walton
and Chesler, 1988), a region proposed to contain neural circuits
of the locomotor CPG (Kjaerulff and Kiehn, 1996). We described
in this region a rise of [K+]o up to 6 mM (see also Marchetti et al.,
2001) and a decrease of [Ca2+]o to 0.9 mM when locomotor-like
activity was evoked. [K+]o and [Ca2+]o reached a steady-state
level during a stable locomotor episode. The steady state of
[K+]o reflects an equilibrium between the neuronal K+ efflux and
its clearance from the extracellular space with neuronal Na+/K+
pump (Syková, 1987) and glial cells (Jendelová and Syková,
1991). The decrease in [Ca2+]o mainly involves an uptake into
postsynaptic somata and/or dendrites (Heinemann and Pumain,
1981).
Lowering [Ca2+]o has been reported to switch the firing mode
of various CNS neurons from spiking to bursting (Brocard et al.,
2006; Heinemann et al., 1977; Johnson et al., 1994; Su et al.,
2001; Tazerart et al., 2008). In our experiments, the reduction
of [Ca2+]o requires a concomitant raise in [K+]o to trigger bursts.
This synergistic effect probably results from a joint regulation of
INaP and IK, respectively. An increase in INaP appears to be the
major link between the reduction in [Ca2+]o and the bursting
ability because a decrease of [Ca2+]o shifts the threshold of
INaP activation toward more negative values and enhances its
amplitude. In agreement with this, our simulation showed that
the shift of the threshold of INaP activation toward more negative
values plays a major role in the emergence of bursts, and even
a subtle shift of activation by 3 mV produces the same effect
as increasing INaP conductance by 50%. This is supported by
the sensitivity of pacemaker activity to riluzole and TTX. Changes
in pore occupancy of sodium channels by calcium may be
responsible for these modifications of INaP (Armstrong, 1999).
Although [K+]o increase does not upregulate INaP, as shown
experimentally, our model demonstrates that it facilitates the
emergence of INaP-dependent bursts by reducing IK as a result
of reduction of EK (see also Rybak et al., 2003). The increased
[K+]o also provides an additional depolarization of pacemaker
cells via the reduction of the voltage-gated potassium and leak
currents, which also increases the frequency of oscillations. In
summary, the regulation of INaP and IK by [Ca2+]o and [K+]o,
respectively, may represent a fundamental mechanism in
generating and regulating the pacemaker activities in other brain
areas.
Taking into account that changes in [K+]o and [Ca2+]o
(1) precede the onset of locomotion, (2) promote INaP-dependent
pacemaker properties in putative locomotor CPG cells, and
(3) trigger a locomotor episode, a conceptual scheme can be
proposed for rhythmogenesis in the mammalian spinal cord. A
moderate spiking activity of CPG components causes a reduction in [Ca2+]o and increase in [K+]o. Changes in these concentrations cause the simultaneous regulation of INaP and IK, which
together produce at a threshold level a switch from spiking to
bursting representing the locomotor oscillations. Because
changes in [Ca2+]o and [K+]o are dependent on the level of
neuronal activity, the relative importance of pacemaker cells in
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rhythm generation may dynamically change with the functional
state of the locomotor network. In this context, a higher
recruitment of pacemakers will increase the strength of the
locomotor outputs, while their depolarization will speed up the
locomotor rhythm. Finally, our results support a hybrid pacemaker network concept for generation of the locomotor rhythm
in which INaP-dependent pacemaker properties of CPG interneurons may be switched on by activity-dependent changes in
[Ca2+]o and [K+]o and finely tuned by neurotransmitters or neuromodulators such as glutamate or 5-HT. These results obtained
in vitro represent a major conceptual advance that remains to
be tested in vivo.
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the ion-sensitive microelectrode techniques. L.V. contributed to the design
and supervision of the project and wrote the manuscript.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Amzica, F., Massimini, M., and Manfridi, A. (2002). Spatial buffering during
slow and paroxysmal sleep oscillations in cortical networks of glial cells in vivo.
J. Neurosci. 22, 1042–1053.

Animals
Experiments were performed on neonatal (1- to 5-day-old) Wistar rats (n = 97)
and Hb9:eGFP transgenic mice (n = 47). We performed experiments in accordance with French regulations (Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries;
Division of Health and Protection of Animals).
In Vitro Electrophysiological Recordings
Electrophysiological experiments were performed on either whole spinal cord
preparations or spinal cord slices. We performed dissections under continuous perfusion with an oxygenated aCSF (details in the Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). In the whole spinal cord preparation, the
locomotor-like activity was recorded (bandwidth 70 Hz–1 kHz) using extracellular stainless steel electrodes placed in contact with lumbar ventral roots and
insulated with Vaseline. During locomotor-like activity, [Ca2+]o and [K+]o
were recorded by means of ion-sensitive microelectrodes manufactured
from double-barreled theta glass capillaries (protocol described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Slice preparations were used for whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings from interneurons in the ventromedial laminae VII-VIII
(neonatal rats) or Hb9 interneurons. Electrophysiological procedures used to
characterize INaP are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Simulations
We simulated the effects of [Ca2+]o and [K+]o on INaP-dependent pacemaker
properties at the level of either a single neuron or a population of 50 uncoupled
neurons with randomized parameters. The detailed description of the computational model is provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Statistical Analyses
Data are presented as means ± SEM. Nonparametric statistical analyses
were employed with a Wilcoxon matched-pairs test when two groups
were compared and a one-way ANOVA test for multiple group comparisons
(GraphPad Software). The level of significance was set at p < 0.05.
Additional Methods
Detailed methodology is described in the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes four figures, two tables, and Supplemental
Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2013.01.026.
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